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NEW QUESTION: 1
A country's currency depreciates (falls) on the foreign
exchange market. All of the following would be the effects of
this on businesses within the country except which one?
A. Businesses would face higher costs as prices of imported
goods rose.
B. Businesses would lose income from each export as their
export prices would fall.
C. Businesses would more easily compete with imported
substitutes for their products.

D. Businesses could keep the foreign exchange price of their
exports constant and expand their profit margins.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Express framework receives a Webex Teams webhook event when
someone presses a button in an Adaptive Card. Drag and drop the
property names onto the code snippet to access the form field
named
"preference". Not all options are used.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What do most small-to-medium businesses believe about
technology solutions?
A. Technology solutions such as loT and big data are
interesting, but companies are unlikely to deploy them
B. Technology solutions are primarily a management hassle and
unjustified expense
C. Technology solutions can significantly improve their
business outcomes.
D. Technology solutions are changing too rapidly, and companies
need to move back to a more stable first-platform approach
Answer: C
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